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SEBI 2020 Phase 2 Paper 1 Question Paper with Answers 
 
 
Q.1) Net Profit Margin- 5% 
     Total Assets- 90,00,000 
     ROA- 9% 
     Calculate – Total Assets Turnover Ratio 
Answer- 
Profit = 9% of 90,00,000 = 810000 
Profit given in %age = 5% 
So, 5% profit (as a percentage of turnover) = 810,000 
This gives us turnover as 16200000 
Now, total asset to turnover ratio = turnover / total asset = 16200000/ 9000000 = 1.8 
 
Q.2) A Company Auditor can be removed before expiry by:  

[a] Board of directors 
[b] Shareholders  
[c] CAG 
[d] Central Government 

Answer-d- central government 
An auditor can be removed before expiry by special resolution passed by shareholders after 
obtaining approval of central government. 
 
Q.3) Actual Output- 1,62,500 Units  
Actual Fixed Cost 87000 
Actual Expenditure- 3,00,000 
The expenditure is over budget by 18,000. 
Find Budget Variable cost per unit. 
 
Answer- 
Budgeted expenditure = 300,000 – 18000 = 282000 
Budgeted variable cost = 282000 – 87000 = 195000 
Budget variable cost per unit = 195000/ 162500 = 1.2 
 
Q.4) Stores Ledger Account  
Material Purchased-  ?? 
Stores ledger cost (1st April 2011) - 9450 
Stores issue to production - 45370 
Material Purchased- 1135 



 
 

 

Stores Issued for capital WIP- 1500 
Stores issued for factory- 2000 
Loss due to dire- 150 
Stores ledger on 31st march 2012 – 12830 
Find out material purchased? 
 
Answer- 
Stores ledger account 
Opening 
balance 

9450 Stores issued 45370 

Material 
purchased 

1135 Stores issued for 
WIP 

1500 

Material 
purchased  

51265 Stores issued for 
factory 

2000 

  Loss by fire 150 
  Stores ledger closing 

balance 
12830 

 61850  61850 
 
 
Q.5) What is the difference between GVA (basic price) & GDP?  

[a] Tax 
[b] Savings  
[c] Subsidies & Tax 
[d] Subsidy 
[e] Investment 

Answer- c- subsidies and taxes 
 
Q.6) Supply of Hotel room with breakfast & dinner? What is the nature of supply of GST? 
[a] supply of goods 
[b] supply of services 
[c] no supply 
[d] composite supply 
Answer- Composite supply 
 
Q.7) Financial Instrument used by Foreign Investors (not registered with SEBI) to invest in 
Indian Securities, by Domestic Institutions’ Investment is called as-  

[a] IDR 
[b] ADR 



 
 

 

[c] GDR 
[d] Participatory Notes  

Answer- Participatory notes 
 
Q.8) This Function of Management is considered as “life spark of enterprise”. The Personnel 
aspect of management is dealing with influencing, guiding, supervising, and motivating. 
Identify the function. 
[a] Planning 
[b] Organising 
[c] Staffing 
[d] Directing 
[e] Controlling 
Answer- Directing  
 
Q.9) Technique used for inventory control-  
[a] Absorption Costing 
[b] Marginal Costing 
[c] Traditional Costing 
[d] Integrated Accounting System 
[e] ABC Analysis 
Answer- ABC Analysis  
 
Q.10) create the correct Sequence of 4 Phases in business cycles-  
Answer-  
Recovery, Expansion, Recession, Depression  
OR 
Expansion, recession, depression, recovery 
 
Q.11) The concept of Fiscal Deficit implies- 
Answer- Total expenditure minus total revenues 
 
Q.12) which of the following explains the relationship in Phillips Curve- 
[a] Negative relationship between unemployment and inflation 
[b] Negative relationship between output and inflation 
[c] None of the given options 
[d] Positive relationship between unemployment and output 
[e] Positive relationship between inflation and output 
Answer- unemployment and inflation  
 



 
 

 

 
Q.13) 
Purchased Machinery- Rs 4 lakhs without cash by issuing debentures to the seller. 
Issued 10% debentures of Rs 100 each at premium of 25%.  
Debentures account credited with? 
Answer- 
Number of debentures issued = 400000/ 125 = 3200 debentures 
Accounting entry- 
Machinery account debit Rs 400000 
To Debenture issued account Rs 320000 (3200 X100) 
To securities premium account Rs 80,000 (3200 X25) 
So, debentures account is credited with Rs 320,000 
 
Q.14) Open interest is futures market is described as total number of 

[a] Trades in Underlying stock  
[b] Buyers holding outstanding positions 
[c] Sellers holding outstanding positions 
[d] Number of contracts held by investors 

Answer- Open interest is the total number of futures contracts held by market participants at 
the end of the trading day. 
Formula = adding all contracts from open trades – contracts when trade is closed 
 
Q.15) Share capital of company can be reduced by-  

[a] Resolutions (Shareholders)  
[b] Resolution (BOD)  
[c] Ordinary Resolution  
[d] Special Resolution  
[e] Permission from CLB 

Answers- Special resolution 
 
Q.16) Difference between M1 & M3? 
Answer-  
M1 = currency with public + demand deposits with banks + other deposits with RBI 
M3 = M1 + time deposits with the banking system 
Difference = time deposits with the banking system 
 
Q.17) Most Volatile flow of forex- 

[a] FDI  



 
 

 

[b] ECB  
[c] Foreign Aid from ADB 
[d] FPI 

Answer – FPI 
 
Q.18) Profit on forfeiture & reissue of equity shares is credited to- 
[a] General reserve 
[b] Securities Premium 
[c] Capital reserve 
[d] Revenue reserve 
Answer- Capital reserve 
 
Q.19) Find out Cash Flow from Operating from the following cash budget.  
A cash budget was given in the question. 
 
Q.20) Factors not Influencing CAD of Country  

[a] Savings Rate  
[b] Natural Resources  
[c] Consumer spending 
[d] Capital inflows 
[e] Exchange rate 

 
Answer – d- capital inflows 
 
Q.21) Special Auditor is Appointed by? 
Answer- central government 
 
Q.22) Which of the following will not appear in cash Budget- 

[a] Depreciation 
[b] Dividend 
[c] Outstanding wages   
[d] Salaries 
[e] Interest income 

Answer- Depreciation 
 
Q.23) SEBI has the power to regulate issue and transfer of securities under 
Answer- section 24 of companies act 2013. 



 
 

 

 
Q.24) Definition of Financial Inclusion was given and we had to identify what was the 
definition related with. Options- 

[a] Financial inclusion 
[b] Financial literacy 
[c] Financial closure 

Answer- financial inclusion 
 
Q.25) A Company Registered with Share Capital of Rs1,00,000 (1000 shares *100). X has 
999 shares & Y has 1 share. What kind of company is this- 

[a] Private company 
[b] Illegal company 
[c] Proprietorship 
[d] Partnership 
[e] LLP 

Answer- Private Company 
 
Q.26) Which of the following tries to create standards way of working, increase efficiency & 
eliminates wastage- 

[a] Kaizen 
[b] JIT 
[c] Lean 
[d] Six Sigma 
[e] TQM 

Answer- Lean 
 
Q.27) Effect of Change in Forex rate. Calculate Profit / loss for 2011 and 2012 
Purchased goods worth $1,00,000 @ Rs 46.60 in February 2011. 
Exchange rate on 31-3-2011 – Rs 47 
Payment was made in April 2011 with the rate of Rs 47.50  
Calculate profit or loss- 
 
Answer-  
The question asked for profit or loss for 2 years- 2011 and 2012.  
The notional loss for FY 2011 is- 
Liability of payment as per exchange rate on day of purchase = 46.60 X 100000 = 4660,000 
Liability during closing of accounts = 47 X 100000 = 4700000 



 
 

 

Loss = 40,000 rupees (2011) 
Payment made in 2012 = 47.50 X 100,000 = 4750,000 
Total loss incurred = 4750,000 – 4660,000 = 90,000 
 
Q.28) Which of the following are not cash flow from operating- 

[a] Payment of outstanding wages  
[b] Collection from customers  
[c] Payment to supplier of Machinery  
[d] Advance to supplier of R.M 
[e] Salary  

Answer- c- payment to supplier of machinery 
 
Q.29) Which of the following is Relevant to Oral Communication  

[a] Maintain Informal Communication  
[b] Can be used as legal evidence.  
[c] Longer time to prepare & transit 
[d] Cannot be distorted 

Answer- a- maintain informal communication 
 
 
Q.30) Current maturity of Long-term borrowings under balance sheet is shown under- 

[a] Current Liability 
[b] Current Asset  
[c] Reserve 
[d] Non-Current Liabilities  
[e] Expenditure in Profit & Loss account  

Answer- non-current liability 
 
Q.31) When Company is liquidated debenture holders have the right to- 

[a] Interest 
[b] Dividend  
[c] Profit  
[d] Principal 
[e] Principal and interest 

 
Answer- e- principal and interest 



 
 

 

 
Q.32) Cost of Machinery- 15lakhs  
 Freight- 25000 
 Cartage- 2000 
 Installation- 18000 
 Testing- 40000 
Find out Cost of Machine? 
Answer- Rs 1585000 
 
Q.33) Characteristics of effective Leaders-  

[a] Concern for team, high task orientation, makes feel needed. 
[b] Task for self-serving 
[c] Exploit others.  
[d] Uses Pressure & Fear 
[e] Ignores tough decisions, low task orientation 

Answer- [a] Concern for team, high task orientation, makes feel needed. 
 
Q.34) Demand curve is downward sloping due to the inverse relationship between Demand 
& -------------- 
Answer- Price 
Q.35) Under Trait Theory, a leader shows the following traits- Intelligence, Judgment, 
Knowledge, Emotional. Which of the following  

[a] Personality 
[b] Intellectual 
[c] Social 
[d] Physiological 
[e] Socio-economic  

Answer- Personality 
 
Q.36) MRP-II is related with- (manufacturing resource planning) 

[a] Absorption Costing  
[b] Marginal Costing  
[c] Production Scheduling technique 
[d] Traditional Approach 
[e] Interdepartmental Approach  

Answer- [c] Production Scheduling technique 
 



 
 

 

Q.37) FMC merged with- 
[a] AMFI 
[b] SEBI 
[c] PFRDA 
[d] IRDA 
[e] RBI 
Answer- SEBI 
 
Q.38) General Manager attends meeting outside regularly on behalf of the organization.  
Which role of Mintzberg is he showing- 

[a] Monitor 
[b] Figurehead 
[c] Spokesperson 
[d] Disseminator 
[e] Entrepreneur 

Answer- Figurehead 
 



 
 

 

 
 
If it is spokesperson, the leader is transmitting company information to external groups. 
If it is figurehead, the leader is playing a symbolic role. 
 
Q.39) HR Manager is involved in policy decisions on Counselling, Training, developing and 
Career Planning. Which of the following role is he playing? 

[a] Development Role 
[b] Change Agent  
[c] Societal role 
[d] Upliftment role 

Answer- developmental role 
 



 
 

 

Q.40) A Manager is communicating useful information and fulfilling informational role. 
Which of the following roles is he playing? 

[a] Disturbance Handler  
[b] Resource Allocator  
[c] Spokesperson 
[d] Informational role 
[e] Disseminator 

Answer- disseminator 
 
Q.41) Which of the following is a psychological barriers to communication- 

[a] Premature Evaluation 
[b] Use of Technical Language  
[c] Lack of Clarity in Message  

Answer- premature evaluation 
 
Q.42) A company based out of Chennai was registered under the Companies Act, 1956. 
However, it did not fulfill the condition of filing annual returns under the Companies Act, 
2013 due to which the registrar of companies (ROC) had to strike off the company’s name. 
Under which section of the act was the name removed? 
Answer: Section 248(2) 
Q.43) Which of the following options depicts the difference between morale and motivation? 
[a] Group phenomenon 
[b] Inner feeling 
[c] An individual’s behaviour 
[d] A process 
Answer: Group phenomenon 
 
 
Q.44) Nifty 75 shares per lot, 10 lots, expenses 225, brought for 50, sold for 80. Profit? 
 Profit = 22500 
Expenses = 225 
Total profit = 22275 
  
 
Q.45) 8000 units were introduced in the process. Normal loss is 5%. 6600 units were 
transferred to the next process. WIP is 1000 units which is 60% complete. Find equivalent 
units- 
Answer- 7200 
 



 
 

 

Q.46) PV Ratio is 40%, Selling price is 40. Fixed cost is 60,000. Find BEP in units: (fixed 
cost / contribution per unit) 
Answer- 3750 
 
Q.47) Stock price is 60. Initial margin is 40%. Maintenance margin is 20%. At what price 
the margin call will be triggered? 
Answer- 48 
 
Q.48) Which of the following is not a part of money market? 
[a] Commercial paper 
[b] T bills 
[c] Derivatives 
[d] certificates of deposit 
Answer- Derivatives 
 
Q.49) Over and under absorption of overheads due to normal factors are charged to? 
Answer- supplementary rate / charged to P&L Account 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

 

 
 
 
 

SEBI 2020 Phase 2 English Descriptive Question Paper 
 
Essay Topics (30 marks- 200 words) 

1. Discuss the Importance of Teamwork in an Organization 
2. What is the Fake News? What are the ways to identify fake news? 
3. What are the Pros & Cons of Mergers & Acquisitions of companies? 
4. How can technology be used to detect & prevent financial crimes?  

 
 

Reading Comprehensions Based Questions (40 marks) 
 
Q.1) Why does the writer say that money is just an Idea? 
Q.2) How does money become Intangible? 
Q.3) How has money transformed over the years? 
Q.4) What Properties should money have? 
Q.5) Can a person with a lot of money be called wealthy? If yes, why. If no, why not? 
 
Precis writing (30 marks- 170 words) 
The precis was based on the topic of behavioral finance. It was an easy-to-understand 
paragraph. Below is a compressed structure of the precis- 
 
1) What is Behavioral Finance? – Definition of Behavioral finance 
2) Use of Behavioral finance in stock markets- to understand psychological behavior of 

people & its impact on market outcome. 
3) Influence of Bias on investors and their decisions- 

a) Herd behavior of people 
b) Emotional Gap 
c) Self-attribution 
d) Disposition bias 
e) Confirmation bias 
f) Experiential bias 
g) Familiarity bias 

4) Behavioral finance helps explain market anomalies & analyze market price levels 
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